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BRIGHTSIGN FEATURES

Sophisticated capabilities. Infinite possibilities.

• BrightSign 4K includes all features of the XD & HD lines.

• BrightSign XD includes all the features of the HD line.
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NATIVE 4K PLAYBACK 

Optimal playback of native 4K content on a 4K/UHD display.

New 4K Standards

 True 4K: 3840x2160 resolution @ 60fps frame rate

 H.265 HEVC (high efficiency video coding): enables delivery of 
high-quality 4K content at about the same file size and data rate as HD 
content at H.264

 HDMI 2.0: only the new HDMI 2.0 output can support 60 fps playback
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HTML5 

Hardware-accelerated Chromium HTML5 rendering engine

 BrightSign 4K Players

 Supercharged HTML5 engine includes full support for the WebGL
language, plays complex HTML animations and transforms including 
gesture-based interactions such as swipe, pinch and zoom

 BrightSign XD Players

 Fast HTML5 engine to play interactive, full screen HTML5 content or a 
multitude of HTML5 assets layered with high-bandwidth video playback

 BrightSign HD Players

 Standard HTML5 engine for flawless playback of basic HTML5 content 
& some modular HTML5 assets layered with video

 Additional HTML5 Features

 Pull database & user variables into HTML with our built-in web server 

 Use JavaScript extensions to enable interactive & advanced features

 Control user variables and UDP commands from iOS and consumer 
devices, or a web browser

 Use BrightSign Network’s Web UI HTML5 Uploader to bypass BrightAuthor 
and upload pure HTML5 presentations & automatically publish them to players
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H.265 CONTENT SUPPORT

Get efficient, stellar quality playback using H.265

BrightSign 4K players support H.265 
encoded content to achieve more 
efficient and higher quality content than 
H.264

 Play both 4K and Full HD content 
encoded with H.265

 Get half the file size and double the 
bandwidth and memory savings 

 Better video quality is achieved with 
H.265 vs. H.264 at the same bit rate

 Only H.265 supports 10-bit color and 
new high dynamic range of color
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mSATA INTERFACE

For internal solid-state data storage with fast transfer rates

 BrightSign 4K players offer a low-profile mSATA interface connector 

 Support small form factor solid-state drives for additional content storage 
in place of SD cards

 Provides practically instantaneous access to content stored on local mSATA 
drive with data transfer rates up to 3.0 Gb/s

 Good for retail in-store displays offering access to a full catalog of products 
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FULL HD VIDEO

Superior quality Full HD video with highly reliable playback

 BrightSign HD, XD and 4K offer robust 
hardware decoding of exceptional quality 
Full HD 1920x1080p60 video

 BrightSign XD & 4K include support for
dual video decoding of two Full HD 
1920x1080p60 videos simultaneously

Supports Full HD content encoded with MPEG-
1, MPEG-2, H.264 & WMV

Only BrightSign 4K supports 4K & Full HD 
content encoded with H.265

 Offers highly reliable and flawless 
playback 
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POWER OVER ETHERNET

More convenience with PoE+

 Use PoE+ (Type 2) to power your XD or 4K players. 

 Eliminates the power cord with support up to 25 watts of power

 4K & XD players will not exceed 25 watts when running a standard presentation, an 
HDMI cable and 1-2 other outputs at most

When 4K or XD is powered by PoE+, there is approximately 1A available for all other 
connectors
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LIVE TV

Engage your audience with Live TV

 Play any broadcast content, even 
protected HDCP content via the HDMI 
Input

 BrightSign 4K1142 includes an HDMI 2.0 
input to play Live HD or 4K TV content

 BrightSign XD1132 includes an HDMI 1.4a 
input to play Live HDTV content

 Automatically scale the playback from 
any zone size to full screen with pristine 
quality

L-shaped VideoLive Text Feed

Live TV
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BRIGHTPLATESTM

Easy template-based sign creation service

Online, template-based sign creation service for turnkey deployment of 
signage presentations and delivery of updates to networked BrightSign 
units. Select from our template collection or connect with content partners to 
craft your own look.
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BRIGHTPLATESTM

Features

 Online, cloud-based sign creation service accessible from any PC or Mac

 Ready to use presentation templates in landscape or portrait orientation 
for a variety of verticals: menus, education, retail & corporate

 Easily customizable to match your brand

 Deliver finished presentations to networked BrightSign HD, XD and 4K 
units on your BrightPlates account

 Ideal for small networks using single player publishing

 Easily update content remotely

 Connect with content designers to 
create, upload and deploy original 
HTML templates

 Option to upgrade to a BrightSign 
Network account for publishing to 
network groups, scheduling, and 
other network management features
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BRIGHTPLATESTM

Simple steps to build your BrightPlates presentation online

1. Select from an array 
of templates.

2. Customize with your 
images, video, text, live 
media feeds, etc.

3. Publish with ease.
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BRIGHTPLATESTM

Original HTML template designs 

 Connect with content designers to create, upload and deploy original HTML templates

 Create original templates supporting a new look and layout for any market 
application

 Design with familiar HTML5 tools

 Upload original HTML templates to private BrightPlates accounts

 Customize new templates in BrightPlates and deploy to networked BrightSign units
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DIGITAL SOUND

Crystal clear digital sound via SPDIF

 Playback high-quality digital audio on BrightSign 4K and XD

 Easily add audio playlists to your presentations

 Synchronize audio with video playback

 Create and play interactive retail audio product demonstrations 
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IP STREAMING SERVER

Serve IP video streams from BrightSign 4K and XD

 Securely distribute video to a set of displays without downloading the content to 
display

 Serve IP video streams from BrightSign 4K or XD’s local storage to distribute video to a 
network of clients

Supports MPEG transport stream (*.ts) video files

Clients can be networked BrightSign XD or 
HD players, PCs, Macs, mobile devices, etc. 

Supports RTP unicast & UDP multicast

Stream two separate videos at once as long 
as BrightSign is not playing video on the 
screen
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 Uncompromised decoding, capable of decoding and playing:

4K players: one native 4K 3840x2160p60 video & one Full HD 1080p60 video simultaneously 

XD players: two Full HD 1080p60 videos simultaneously 

HD players: stellar Full HD 1080p60 video playback

 Superior scaling technology delivering pristine
video quality for any screen or zone size

 Simultaneous playback of content from 
local, streaming and live content sources

 Accelerated JPEG decompression for 
instant image display and high-speed 
transitions

 Stimulating 3D video with display 
options of side-by-side & top-over-bottom 

POWERFUL VIDEO ENGINE

Advanced dual decoding and superior scaling deliver pristine video.
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4K UPSCALING

Upscale existing 1080p video to sharp 4K resolution

 BrightSign 4K, XD and HD’s exceptionally 
powerful video engine enables customers to 
upscale 1080p content to 4K resolution

 Display manufacturers can demonstrate the 
same 1080p content on a Full HD display and a 
4K display side-by-side to clearly showcase the 
superior picture quality of the new 4K screens

 BrightSign's upscaling offers far 
better quality than the built-in
upscaling some screens offer
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REMOTE SNAPSHOT

Get a glimpse of what your signage playback looks like.

 See a snapshot image of your running presentation

 View snapshots using..

 Local networking via the BrightSign App and Diagnostic Web Server

 BrightSign Network via BrightAuthor or the Web UI

 Supported on HD, XD and 4K players
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ENHANCED IP STREAMING

Full HD video IP streaming on all BrightSign players 

 Supports Full HD video, MJPEG and audio streaming including these formats:

HLS (the standard for public internet streaming: i.e. YouTube)

UDP/RTP/RTSP streaming from head-end real-time encoders 

HTTP including SHOUTcast

 Play multiple video streams simultaneously with BrightSign 4K and XD

 Customize buffering and latency to improve media streaming performance

 Play streaming media in HTML5 assets or 
in BrightAuthor’s video, audio or MJPEG 
stream states

 Stream, buffer and play back content from 
IP cameras supporting the RTSP unicast 
streaming protocol
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BRIGHTWALLTM

Create an impressive and vibrant impression with video walls

 Powerful drag-and-drop BrightAuthor tool that makes building video walls in any size 
and layout simple

 Supports the use of separate videos per display or stretches a single video across all the displays

 Builds video walls by simply choosing the number of displays, specifying the configuration of the video 
wall and dragging the video(s) into BrightAuthor 

 Utilizes the BrightSign Ethernet port and a common clock to achieve frame-accurate synchronization 
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 Preview your presentation playback in BrightAuthor before publishing

 Speed up presentation authoring by reviewing the final look of your digital signage 

SIGN PREVIEW

Get a sneak peek at how your signage will display
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ZONES

Multiply your content delivery with multi-zone layouts 

 Playback multiple content files on a single screen 
with zones – even dual videos on BrightSign XD 
and 4K

 Abundant content support including Full HD 
video, images, HTML5, Live TV, audio, text 
tickers, Live Text, RSS feeds, date/time widgets 
and more!

 Control each zone with its own playlist

 Play video and audio independently from a 
single player

 Synchronize zones together and link 
to lighting and other displays to create 
an immersive experience
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TOUCH

Engage your audience with popular touch screen interactivity

 BrightSign players integrate with leading touch screen displays for interactive touch 
solutions and kiosk presentations.

 Easily add touch screen interactivity using simple drag and drop tools in BrightAuthor

 Create unique presentations that engages and empowers your audience 
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INTERACTIVITY

Engage your audience with interactive devices and controls

 Trigger playback from virtually any type of interactive device you can dream up!

Touch screens, barcode scans, motion sensors, RFID, GPIO and USB button controls, 
IR remote controls, serial devices, keyboards, mice and more 

 Demonstrate product operations 

 Deliver coupons, pricing and details on merchandise

 Educate and inform visitors

 Easily create Interactive Playlists using the Free 
BrightAuthor PC software
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LIVE FEEDS
Link to virtually any live data and media feed available to 
display in your signage.

Live Text  
Integrate these real-time text fields to your signage and instantly update 
messaging without republishing the presentation. Perfect for menu board 
pricing, waitlists, transportation schedules and more

3rd party schedule and data feeds 
Connect to virtually any database to display up to the minute details. 
Perfect for flight timetables, event schedules, corporate statistics and 
more

MRSS feeds keep your signage up to date 

Link to and display popular news, finance, weather, sports feeds and 
more 

Twitter & Flickr feeds

Link to social media feeds such as twitter and Flickr to keep your signage 
relevant and fresh 
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UDP CONTROLS
Remotely control and interact with your digital signs via 
Ethernet or wirelessly

Deliver emergency messaging 

Control digital signs remotely to immediately deliver emergency 
messaging

Show controlling

Control the show with UDP or serial controls to power and manage 
media playback, control AV devices such as projectors, lighting, audio 
systems and integrate with other show controllers (AMX, Crestron, 
Alcorn, etc.) 

Interact with signage via mobile devices 

Interact with digital signs using mobile devices to download coupons 
or learn more about products

Integrate with databases

Tap into databases to view inventory, statistics, pricing or even a 
jukebox of content to control music and video playback
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GEO-FENCING

Moving digital signage that plays back content based on 
your current location

 BrightSign plays specific audio and/or video content when located within a defined 
geographical radius*

 Applications: 

Shuttles, taxis, public transportation and moving billboards: Advertise and promote 
local businesses 

Tour buses and boats: Inform and educate riders with video and audio relevant to the 
area

* Requires a USB GPS device
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BRIGHTSIGN APP

Signage updates have never been so easy

 The BrightSign App offers a simple and secure 
interface on your iPad or iPhone to select any 
BrightSign player connected to a local network

 easily update on-screen text and user variables 
immediately within the running presentation

 trigger presentation events and change 
presentation content images and video playback 
via UDP commands

 Customize the app’s user interface to 
match your presentation

 Access the diagnostic facilities for 
each unit

 Secure your displays with a 
password

 This app is perfect for: menu board updates, retail 
merchandising, emergency messaging and more!
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HOW IT WORKS…

Edit a user variable

 User variables such as a 
menu item or price can be 
updated

 Change a user variable, press 
‘Set Values’, and the display 
instantly updates

Edit valuesPrice changes 
instantly
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HOW IT WORKS…

Trigger UDP Events

 UDP controls can be used to:

Change a daily special 

Switch menus from breakfast to 
lunch to dinner

Offer a promotion

Etc…

Tap UDP 
Event

Special image 
changes instantly
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NETWORKING SOLUTIONS

Versatile networking 
solutions to meet any 
need
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